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By Lawrence Block

HarperCollins, United Kingdom, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Reprint. 170 x 107 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Bernie Rhodenbarr, burglar extraordinaire and bookseller
ordinaire, has taken leave of his beloved New York City and gone country. Our setting is Cuttleford
House, a quaint, lovely inn, where Carolyn and Raffles the Cat have joined Bernie for a wintry
weekend. Of course, Carolyn wasn t Bernie s first choice for a romantic getaway weekend, but his
intended, Lettice Runcible, turned out to be someone else s intended. But if you think Bernie s sole
purpose is healing his wounded heart, think again. As a bookseller, Bernie s always in search of a
valuable edition, and this time he believes he s found it. And it s somewhere in Cuttleford House s
largely ignored library. During his nightly prowl, Bernie finds unexpected company in the way of a
corpse. The next morning everyone else find the body, too. Making matters worse is the fact that all
of the guests - including, (surprise!) Lettice and her new husband, Dakin Littlefield - find themselves
snowbound after a particularly fierce storm during the night. With everyone pointing fingers at
everyone else, Bernie decides he...
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It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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